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Abstract—Flood monitoring devices nowadays are used by
many countries for disaster awareness. Flooded areas are
caused by overflowing river water level, The study developed a
flood disaster management applying the image segmentation
algorithm using histogram data images for analyzing the river
water level images. Specifically, it aims to monitor the river
water level by applying the histogram-based image
segmentation from the sequential images captured by a camera
module of the Raspberry Pi. The segmented water level image
will undergo image histogram analysis to obtain the pixel data.
These values will then determine the alert level of the river.
The researchers used the descriptive methodology to examine
the pixel count of the segmented histogram. The study applied
the thresholding operation of image segmentation algorithm
used by Vala and Baxi wherein the grayscale image is
converted into a binary image to locate the image to be
segmented. The generated pixels reflects the level of the river
water from the grayscale images. The study observed that the
alert level 3 image of water level resulted in the highest average
of 14,624.18 pixel count as generated by the histogram. In the
alert level 3, the higher water level was observed due to high
pixel count result. This concludes that the increase of river
water level in the image resulted in a high gray pixel count in
the histogram that can be used as flood monitoring tool.

to obtain the actual data measured as pixel values. The study
will focus on the river pre-flood and post-flood image
histogram analysis. The image histogram is analyzed as
pixel count values wherein segmented gray tones in the
histogram are represented as the water level of the river. The
increase of the pixel values of the grayscale images may
depend on the increase of the water level in the image. This
result will be used for possible flood risk and preparedness.
According to Land et. al., Preparedness, on the other
hand, can be defined as a state of readiness prior to taking
any action and applicable to implement any system project.
Study of preparedness essentially i) renders insight to the
existing resources, ii) specifies the requirements for
successful implementation of a project, and iii) helps set up
strategies for the said implementation. [2]
Likewise, Park et. Al. proposed a robust water level
detection method based on the accumulated histogram
which is acquired from a water level surveillance camera.
The segmented images underwent through accumulated
histogram analysis which is emphasizing the change of
water surface in sequential images as related with the
objective of the current study. [3]
II. RELATED LITERATURE/ STUDIES
The sudden change of climate in a country, especially in
the Philippines, may affect the community and their
economy. Preparedness and social development plan so far
are not yet enough to become the Philippines as less
vulnerable. According to Pati et. al. (2017) as they
mentioned in their research “Flood Vulnerability of the
Town of Tanay, Rizal, Philippines” that the social
vulnerability of each of the flood-prone barangays in the
town was also determined using proxy indices such as
strength of public infrastructure, demographic and socioeconomic factors. They predicted the flood depths and
delineated the spatial extent of flooding in the different
barangays of the town using their model. This means that
most of the people who lived near the river need a flood risk
preparedness to become aware of a flash flood. [4]
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I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation for image processing is now widely
used in different areas such as image processing for medical
purposes, pedestrian and vehicle detection, image
comparison and face recognition. Most of the current image
segmentation methods or techniques include edge-detection,
region-based segmentation, and clustering segmentation. As
for the current study, histogram-based image segmentation
is very important to analyze the segmented image of the
river to detect the water level from level 1 to level 4 as the
critical water level that causes a flood. [1]
The objective of the study is to develop a flood disaster
management tool applying the histogram-based image
segmentation algorithm for a captured grayscale image
generated by the camera module of a Raspberry Pi device.
Specifically, it aims to monitor the river water level
applying the image segmentation of a captured image of the
river using Raspberry Pi as a single-board computer/
microcontroller with a camera attached. The segmented
river water image will be converted into an image histogram

For flash flood awareness, another paper from
Middleton, et al. created a social media crisis mapping
platform for natural disasters The authors used the statistical
analysis to generate real-time crisis maps. Geoparsing
results are recorded and evaluated across multilingual
datasets as their target for their study wherein two case
studies compare five-day tweet crisis maps and compiled
from a satellite image and aerial imagery. [5]
Other information results depend on the surge or flood
pictures. As indicated by Oberstadler, so as to complete an
examination near the end user needs, the particular client
demands concerning data about surge occasions were
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transferred to a server. The component coordinating
calculation, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) finds
the relating coordinating element focuses between the
caught and a reference picture at the server. The flood is
then evaluated and drawn against the reference picture. To
advance the system transmission capacity utilization,
pictures with normal average resolutions are utilized. [10]

distinguished. The mapping exactness in perspective of the
surge degree and the surge level, the generation of surge
maps and additionally the show of the overflow ended up
being the most intriguing focuses. The particular client data
needs were considered in the undertaking targets to
characterize the appropriateness and additionally the
deficiencies of ERS-1 information concerning an
operational use for surge mapping. As for the current study,
flood images used as the flood map for obtaining the actual
status of the river water level. [6].

Du and Burr utilized too the histogram algorithm that
normally recreates the bending designs that are seen in flood
histograms produced utilizing Anger Logic. It guarantees
that the right number of locales is constantly recognized
with the goal that inconsistencies in the flood histogram
based on the image. A target work is characterized to
evaluate the nature of the division, and the dispersion maps
are altered to limit the function of the target study. A similar
algorithm can be utilized on our locator outlines as well as
can be connected to dividing all Anger-rationale created
flood histograms as the current study applied the same autogenerated flood histogram. [11]

For the information to wind up exact, the investigation of
Schumann et al. utilized hydrodynamic models for flood
administration purposes yet with field information measured
amid the occasion to estimated both flood zone and
profundity. The model parameters are troublesome and they
have a tendency to be kept running with different parameter
sets to create a probability of immersion outline. Their paper
delineates how this novel arrangement of spaceborne radar
pictures can be utilized in a mix with five generally utilized
picture handling procedures to create an occasion particular
immersion outline communicates a level of conviction that a
given pixel is conceivably overflowed. Likewise, the
current study calculates the pixel values generated from the
histogram. [7]

Some studies with histogram apply SAR imagery to
capture the whole floodmap. Based on the study of Matgen
et. al., Space-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery
presents obvious advantages over optical instruments,
especially in flood management applications. Their paper
improved the exploitation of SAR images in hydraulic
modeling and near real-time crisis management by means of
developing image processing methodologies that allow for
the extraction of water levels at any point of the floodplain.
Water levels that were computed by a previously calibrated
hydraulic model also suggest that the water surface profiles
provided by the combined use of topographic data and SAR
accurately reflect the true water line. Although the SAR
imagery represents the whole image of the flooded area,
static image location can be used as well to compare the
river water level as the current study applied with pixel
generation from image histogram. [12].

Grayscale pictures of waterway water level can be
estimated with the assistance of histogram. In like manner,
an investigation from Wei et. al. states that a Crystal
Position Map (CPM) created from the surge histogram is
utilized as a gem look-into table (CLT) to allocate every
pseudo-position to a particular precious stone. A dragster
apparition try was performed, and the recreation results
demonstrated that the one with CPM produced by NSD
based programmed technique accomplished higher spatial
goals than the one with CPM created by manual division.
They inferred that the proposed technique is quick, strong
and high precision. In relation, the current study used the
flood histogram separating the black and white tones of the
histogram since the system project focused on the gray tone
pixels of the histogram. [8]

In relation with the pixel values to determine the flood
extent, Baruch and Dag created a Framework, mechanical
assemblies, as well as strategies may accommodate
segmenting an image by creating a histogram of its pixel
values, separating the histogram into class interims, and
afterward iteratively registering new until a foreordained
limit level of convergence is processed. The pixels may then
updated for the image segmentation. Thus, any data results
might be segmented to give effective computation. [13]

To evaluate the histogram and set the accuracy of
captured images of river water level, Siris et al. explored
measurable peculiarity discovery calculations for
distinguishing SYN flooding, which is the most widely
recognized sort of disavowal of administration (DoS)
assault. The two calculations considered are a versatile limit
calculation and a specific use of the aggregate entirety
(CUSUM) calculation for change point discovery. The
execution is explored as far as the recognition likelihood,
the false alert proportion, and the identification delay. Such
an examination can give rules to viably tune the parameters
of the location calculation to accomplish particular
execution prerequisites as far as the above measurements.
[9]

Likewise, Sezan also applied a study about automatic
peak detection algorithm to histogram-based image data
quantization or reduction. In this algorithm, the detection
signal acquired from the cumulative distribution function or
image histogram to identify the image histogram peaks. The
gray levels are estimated at the peaks start, and the end.
Gray-level thresholds are set between the peaks to apply the
data reduction. The automatic peak detection algorithm
successfully applied for data reduction purposes of different
images. [14]

Image processing algorithm like histogram-based image
segmentation algorithm and feature matching algorithm are
the example that can be used to evaluate flood based on the
image. A similar algorithm introduced by Narayanan et. al.
with a novel strategy utilizing participatory detecting and
PC vision to appraise the surge level. The strategy includes
the members catching and transferring pictures of the in part
submerged static structures, for example, structures,
lampposts and so on., utilizing their cell phones or other
canny gadgets. The caught pictures are geo-labeled and

Flood picture or image, especially in a high resolution, is
important to a histogram. Martinis et. al. applied an
automatic near-real-time (NRT) flood detection approach
which includes histogram thresholding and segmentation
based classification, particularly situated to the examination
utilizing similar single-energized high-resolution images.
They applied the simple thresholding algorithm for the
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majority of the cases to recognize "flood" and "non-flood"
high-resolution pixels of SAR images to distinguish the
inundation region. [15]

Fig. 1 represents the converted binary image of the first
image. This is the first process of image segmentation was
applied by Vala and Baxi in their study wherein the image is
converted into a binary image to locate the image to be
segmented. Based on the figure, river water level as the light
gray tone are converted as 0 while the background is
converted as 1.

III. METHODOLOGY
The researchers used the descriptive method for the
study. The study starts with defining the problem on how to
monitor the river water level through the use of image
processing. Determining the objectives was used to align the
target of the study. Knowledge from experts through
consultation, conducting data gathering procedures, and
observe flood history was conducted to provide enough
information and plan for the study. System architecture was
applied from capturing of images from a camera module,
transferring the data images through Wi-Fi, and receiving
the grayscale image data by a web server. The grayscale
images underwent histogram-based image segmentation
algorithm to separate the river water level from the
background with image histogram analyzation after
segmentation process.
Likewise, Gurevich and Yashina used Descriptive
Approach to Image Analysis (DAIA), viz. developing the
conceptual project that evaluates the initial informationimages-in recognition problems, and given descriptive
image models. The primary DAIA objective is to develop
unique methods, operations, and representations used in
image analysis and recognition. The system includes the
mathematical basis for image data mining and formal
configurations to evaluate and analyze images. [16]
The current study applied the image segmentation
algorithm by Vala et. al. wherein this method is one of the
most successful methods for image thresholding since it has
its simple calculation. In this algorithm, a threshold
selection is set to automatic where the segmentation method
process is region based.
According to Gonzalez & Woods, the main idea of
image segmentation is to select an optimal gray-level
threshold value for selected objects such as the river water
level image from its background based on the distribution of
gray-level. The gray-level histogram of an image is usually
considered as efficient tools for development of image
segmentation algorithms. In image segmentation,
thresholding builds a binary image from grey-level ones by
converting all pixels to zero and other pixels to one. [17]
first image grayscale

If g(x, y) is a threshold version of f(x, y) at some global
threshold T, it can be defined as:
g(x, y) = 1 if f(x, y) ≥ T
= 0 otherwise

(1)

T = M [x, y, p(x, y), f (x, y)]

(2)

In this equation (1), the f (x, y) set as the gray value of
point of the (x, y) image and p(x, y) denotes some local
property of the point as in particularly the average gray
value of the neighborhood centered on point (x, y) while the
threshold is denoted as T. The equation (2) is the
thresholding operation [18]
The equation (2) divides the original image into
background and the river water level which will be the
selected histogram to analyze the pixel count/ values. Since
the histogram is based on the frequency of luminance in the
image, in the next process, the luminance is computed for
each pixel with the formula (3).
0.3*R+0.59*G+0.11*B

(3)

In this formula (3) R means Red, G means Green and B
means Blue (RGB). All the color values are computed
before converting into grayscale. All the light tones are
always positioned on the right, dark tones are on the left
while the middle gray tones are at the middle. The Y values
are denoted as the number of pixel in one tone per vertical
line in the image histogram as represented in figure 5 to 7.
Once the pixel is computed, gray tones average data are
collected to provide the accurate result of the river water
alert level:

converted binary image
11111001101111110111
11111000000111111111
11111100100001111111
11111110111000110111
11111111100000111111
11111111100001111111
11111111000001111111
11111110000000111111
11111100000000111111
11111000000000111111
11111000000000111111
11110000000000111111
11110000000100111111
11110000111000001111
11001011101100000111

•

Alert Level 4 = 155000 or above pixel count;

•

Alert Level 3 = 12000 to 15500 pixel count;

•

Alert Level 2 = 4600 to 12000 pixel count;

• Alert Level 1 = 900 to 4600 pixel count (normal).
The estimated pixel range for each alert level is validated
from the observed previous captured data of images.
The result of the observations was used for flood
monitoring and detection. Simulation results show that the
proposed technique provides better output quality compared
to the state of the art existing technique.
For the system project, the researchers used the waterfall
model wherein the flexibility of the project completed the
steps in iterations, this also decreased the amount of time
that the researchers need to spend completing each step,
which in turn decreases the amount of time required for the
entire project overall.

Fig. 1. grayscale to converted binary image
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Fig. 3 represents the prototype architecture design of the
study. The microcontroller sends the captured image from
the camera and transfers via WiFi to a server. The website
server will able to store the image captured and convert into
a grayscale image histogram. The GSM module will able to
receive the newly captured image and notify the
administrator via text message.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are recorded during the Tropical depression
Josie observation from July 23 to July 30, 2018. The
researcher used 3 image recordings from the camera:

Fig. 2. Waterfall Model Diagram

Fig. 2 represents the Software Development Life Cycle
based on the Waterfall model. In the requirement analysis,
data image are collected from pre to post-flood event.
In system design, the Raspberry Pi Model B+ was used
as the motherboard where all the image from the camera is
stored on its SD card. Under implementation, single-board
computer Raspberry Pi and a camera module for image
capturing were placed near the river in a pole static position.
Histogram-based image segmentation algorithm will take
place for the grayscale image to be converted as a histogram
and display the result in pixel count as part of the
implementation.
Under testing, the Raspberry Pi was successfully tested
wherein images are transferred to the main server. The
camera captured 3 different images, (first or pre-flood,
second or critical level, and third or normal water level).
The deployment was applied after testing the accuracy and
connectivity of the Raspberry Pi and the main server where
all images are transferred. During the testing process,
selected images were analyzed by the histogram-based
image segmentation algorithm with a series of pre, mid and
post water level images for histogram comparison.
The researcher conducted preliminary training to one of
the disaster management team for the maintenance of the
project through calibration and error checking. Once the
areas in the waterfall model fail or need to recheck, it will
return to the previous area for the system project to become
efficient and accurate.
Bassil states that the Software Development Life Cycle
of software systems has always encountered problems and
limitations that resulted in significant budget overruns, late
or suspended deliveries and dissatisfied clients that are why
iteration of the process areas are recommended. [19]

First image

Second image

Third image

Fig. 4. river water level captured grayscale images

Fig. 4 represents the captured images from the river with
level conditions from alert level 2, alert level 3, and after the
tropical depression, the alert level returned to alert level 1.

Fig. 5. First grayscale image histogram

Fig. 5 represents the segmented image histogram from a
grayscale image of river water alert level 2. The gray tones
of the grayscale images resulted in higher pixel values while
on the left side are the darker tones and the right side are the
lighter tones. The values on the Y-axis represents a number
of pixels for each color on y-axis which allows to quickly
assess the distribution of colors in an image while the x-axis
represents the single line of one tone.

IP Camera

GSM Module
Wi-Fi USB

Website server

microcontroller

Outside location (near bridge)

monitoring website
via SMS
CDRRMO (City Hall)

Fig. 6. Alert level 3 Grayscale Image Histogram

Fig. 6 represents the segmented image histogram from a
grayscale image of river water alert level 3. As the result,

Fig. 3. Flood Monitoring System Architecture
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Table I represents the generated luminance for each pixel
of
a
grayscale
image
with
the
formula
0.3*R+0.59*G+0.11*B wherein R means Red, G means
Green and B means Blue came from the RGB color values.
The table is extracted from the overall generated histogram
wherein the selected CT 156 to 158 are color tones which
converted into gray tones after histogram analyzation. These
gray tones are analyzed pixel in the image representing the
water level image of the river after the image segmentation
and histogram process. The PC or the Pixel Count
represented each line of the of the alert level 2 columns
resulted in an average of 8551.86 pixels. The alert level 3
resulted in an average of 14624.18 pixels. The normal water
level or alert level 1 resulted in an average of 3493.43
pixels.

higher pixel values are represented wherein the gray tone
increased higher than the previous alert level 2 histogram.

Fig. 7. Alert level 3 Grayscale Image Histogram

Fig. 7 represents the segmented image histogram from a
grayscale image of river water level returned as alert level 1
after 8 hours observation. As the result, the gray tone
representing the water level image decreased since the river
water level subsided after the tropical depression.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, image segmentation with image histogram
reflects the change in the body of water in the river from
low to high or vice versa using the grayscale image captured
from a camera. The study observed that the alert level 3
resulted in the highest average of 14624.18 pixels as the
result of the second image gray tone in the histogram. The
second as the pre-flood with an alert level of 2 averaged
8551.85 pixels which are only 58% compared to the highest
alert level 3 average. The lowest as the post-flood where the
river water level returned to a normal level and only 23%
compared to the highest water alert level 3 average. Since
the result generated more gray pixel count from the
histogram during the alert level 3, the higher water level was
observed as well in the captured image. This concludes that
the increase of river water level in the image will result in a
high gray pixel count in the histogram that can be used as a
monitoring tool for a possible flood in the area.
Flood calamity is already locked in and reversing the
impact has a chance through the application of the study by
collecting the history images of the river water level and
generating the average pixel count of the sequential image
and form a flood prediction for decision making. According
to Safarzyńska et. al., it examines the possible contribution
of evolutionary economics to the macroeconomic modeling
of flood impacts to provide guidance for future economic
risk to flood. Employing evolutionary principles and
methods, such as revising the operations of the economy
may help to address and assess impacts of floods like more
budget allotted and analyzing the history of flood coming
from the river for the pre and post-flood preparation and
plans. [20]

TABLE I. GENERATED PIXEL COUNT BASED ON THE GRAY
TONE
Alert Level 2
CT

Alert Level 3

PC

CT

PC

Normal level
CT

PC

156

9638

156

14035

156

3350

157

9230

157

13278

157

3386

158

8762

158

13069

158

3104

159

9017

159

13161

159

3048

160

8677

160

13086

160

2955

161

9047

161

13349

161

2757

162

8967

162

13070

162

2508

163

8624

163

13022

163

2364

164

8435

164

12832

164

2483

165

8101

165

13065

165

2557

166

8100

166

13408

166

2860

167

8274

167

13894

167

3146

168

7797

168

14402

168

3350

169

8292

169

15290

169

3491

170

8157

170

15694

170

3570

171

8337

171

16683

171

3705

172

8557

172

17170

172

3948

173

8740

173

17654

173

4125

174

8924

174

17653

174

4515

175

8864

175

17912

175

4471

176

8921

176

17743

176

4723

177

9244

177

17505

177

4684

178

9368

178

16428

178

4366

179

8838

179

15825

179

4204

180

8756

180

14772

180

3774

181

7867

181

13108

181

3717

182

7267

182

11902

182

3348

183

6651

183

10467

183

3307

avg.

8551.86

avg.

14624.2

avg.

3493.43
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